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Abstract: 
In this article we will provide the reader the over view of Visual Effect Technology, the evolution of VFX technology from 90ies till 
now how VFX has played an important role in film industry. In this article we will observe and evaluate how digital compositing is 
essential part of cinematography what types of VFX techniques film industry is using to give realistic look to the live action and 3D 
movies. What types of software’s is been used to increase the production efficiency of the films. The term CGI (Computer Generated 
Images) which is well known to everyone these days is the step toward Post production and how the VFX artists are dealing with it. 
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Picture Courtesy :https://www.maac-animation.com/advance-level-of-vfx/ 

Introduction 

Visual Effects plays a key important role in cinema industry. Visual effect VFX is as old as cinema industry, it is the creation of 
virtual environment with the help of digital computer generated images CGI. It involves the integration of live action footage. We 
create an imaginary world virtual effect to our cinematography. These effects cannot be produced during live action shooting basically 
this system is done in post-production part of films take place. [1] 

Reasons why VFX in needed in the films. 

1. 1st reason is when there is no practical way of shooting of film scene described by the script writer or required by the 
director.[1] 

2. 2nd reason is when the scene in the film can risk someone’s life way too dangerous to perform some stunt etc. Special effects 
are produced instantly which can be edited after words in post-production. [1] 

3. 3rd reason is when it is more cost effective then filming a scene with lot of crew members or due to issue of location where 
filming is probhited you can make the artificial sets on computer and later composite the shots with live action footage.[1] 
 
VFX in earlier days- 
Movie industry always relied on visual effects even in early years of film making like Jurassic park, king Kong, stars wars 
etc. are some of the films when the special effects were done practically and manually composited when computer where not 
very highly advance.[2] 
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In 1960’s  
Sony pictures digital production Inc. developed some truly impressive practical effects on the screen with the help of motion 
capturing animation technique in film Jason and the Argonauts 1963 where he brought skeleton to real life charter. Pixar also 
played important roles in generating technique like miniatures for many set pieces and hand drawn Rotoscoping to composite 
in final shot .( A space of odyssey 1968)[2] 
 
In 1970’s  
Star wars released with its special effects technology with some advance special effects like matte painting, grotesque effects 
these effects are still used in VFX industry today some movies made by using there techniques are the exorcists, the Poseidon 
adventure etc.[2] 
 
In 1980’s  
Warner Bros. entertainment took a massive positive footstep towards visual effects with amazing stop motion work in movie 
like blade runner, clash of the titans, raiders of the sort ark etc. in 80’s the first computer generated image movie introduced 
like star trek2, having fully CGI scene later on many movies come with 3D models created by computer replaced the 
miniature models technique. In 1984 first ever 3D animated short film was released. The adventure of Andre and wallyB.[2] 
 
In 1990’s  
Was the explosion in VFX industry due to the introduction of CGI. Jurassic park 1993 Steven Spielberg created several 3D 
models in computer and combined CG with animatronics to create several sequences in the movie. It gave a new look to 
cinema Pixar created its CGI movie toy story which was a great hit was fully developed in computer then later on the matrix 
came with its special breathtakingly effects with good quality of CG elements.[2] 
 
2000’s 
The quality of VFX constantly increased with the advancement of computer generations. Now much faster computers were 
available to render tough sequence scenes. Pirates of Caribbean, the lord of the rings etc. Took the help of motion capturing 
techniques. Avatar considered as the movie of the millennium as it took motion capturing technique to a next level with 
award winning visual effects.[2] 
 
In 2010- present 
Now super advance computers with super advance software applications has been developed like adobe after effect, fusion, 
nuke, adobe premiere which creates highly resolutions graphic for cinema VFX has come long way from black screen to 
green screen developing some dynamic realistic VFX in movies. Dawn of the planet of the apes. Using motion capturing 
techniques etc. Many movies in twentieth century came with wonderful special effects like the avengers, Pacific Rim etc. In 
future more special effect will tend to come.  [2] 
Visual effects in today world 
In today’s world VFX is an essential part for the entertainment. it is required in movies, TV shows, gaming industries and 
advertising/commercial agencies. 
1. Compositing Visual effects CGI 

Computer generated image technology is widely used in film industries where the compositors, GI artist, Matte painting artist 
work together to produce technically sophisticated pleasing effect shots. In CGI visual effects the images get modified by the 
artist to give realistic look to the screen. Every CGI element needs to be edited. Due to rise in technology more advance 
capable software’s has been developed to generate CGI. CGI technology solves more visual problems every year and coming 
in demand to TV shows, short films and big cinemas. [3] 

2. Bullet Time Visual effect 

This technology you can see in the movie like THE MATRIX which was released in 1999 having stunning action scenes of 
bullet time effect. This visual effect is also known as frozen moment or staple Technique. It detaches space and time of a 
camera from the visible subject. It is also known as time slicing. This shot in the film MATRIX became historic where the 
shot continuously rotate in 360 degree in slow motion detaching space and time creating a Bullet shot.[4][5] 

3. Virtual cinematography 

It is a technique where the action is performed within the computer graphics environment with properly matched camera 
angles and movements. It includes real object performers and three dimensional 3D objects which leads to automated 
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recreation of the scene with the help of algorithms to enhance, redirect or modify this visual effect technique is used to 
recreate 3D objects with the help of multi camera setup to click real objects photographs.[6] 

4. Matte painting 

Matte painting in visual effects is an art of creating an illusion to viewers the landscape or background is real. It is one of the 
oldest techniques in visual effects which are still used in film industry. In this technique matte painters are required who are 
quit skilful and artistic to give realistic sense to background. It is a simple technique where the film is shot having your 
character in front and blue or green screen at the back later on you can remove the Chroma screen from background. It is also 
called masking off technique. These days the matte painting is generated with the help of computer earlier physical man 
power was required.[7][8] 

5. Stop Animation  Visual Effects 

This visual effect is shot frame by frame where the objects are physically moved from one place to another place with small 
increments and are photographed to be combined later on compositing software’s. Stop animation VFX helps you to animate 
non-living things which cannot move on their own. You can make your own characters objects having materials like 
plasticine, clay paper or fabrics. Example traditional flipbook where it evolve sequential drawings on separate pages.[9] 

6. Chroma Key. 

This VFX is widely used all over the world for film making, TV shows etc. it is a post-production technique where we use 
green screen or blue screen to remove background from the screen. It is a technique of compositing two layer of images or 
video stream. It is used in video games, news casting, motion pictures and video production. It can be done with any colour 
but has to be distinct or different from your foreground character or subject. It is also referred to Chroma key, colours 
separation or colour keying. The video generated is composited afterword’s in adobe premiere or adobe after effects which 
are VFX software’s.[10] 

7. Roto Scoping 

This VFX technique is still used in film industry but no longer in a traditional way. Roto scoping uses masking technique to 
trace over motion picture footage frame by frame. The computer software executes the task of a Rotoscope by masking. The 
camera angle and movement should be same to your computer generated subject animation which after words  matched 
frame by frame by masking methods used for Rotoscoping, Matte generation, Garbage Matte creation, 2D motion tacking 
etc.[11] 

Some of the Advance VFX Software’s used in Today Film Industry. 

1. Adobe after Effects: It is a post-production software used for motion Graphics, making special effects, compositing 
videos developed by Adobe Systems in earlier 1993. Latest version of adobe after effects is released in 2020 with the 
name CC Adobe after Effects. It is used for Keying, tracking, compositing and animation. 

2. Foundry’s Nuke Software : This software was developed by digital Domain in 1993 and made it publically for the first 
time in 2002.this software is used for TV shows post production and it is a node-based compositing software  

3. Mocha:itsVFX software used for fire removal, lens distortion, mesh wrapping and colour correction and rotoscoping.it 
helps in enhancement of editing and composting was developed by imagineer systems. 

4. Autodesk Flame:It is a powerful 3D Compositing software used for faster compositing, advance motion graphics and 
developing creative environment for 3D Characters.it was developed by Autodesk American multinational software’s 
developing Company founded in 1982. 

Conclusion 

With the enhancement of VFX Technology can bring anything to life. VFX is ruling the entertainment industry from past 
many years and will continuously increasing due to the rise in computer software’s technology transforming reality to 
virtual/Imaginary world. 

More motion capturing techniques for VFX producing Real time animation for the films and games which will become a 
milestone for humans. VFX is the perfect combination of image art and reality where the people feel immersive experience of 
film art. In conclusion I would like to say that keying digital technology like blue screen or green screen helped the film artist 
to enhance their productivity according to the requirement of the scene with low cost production.  
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